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Abstract
Research on social movements in both political science and sociology was
radicallyrenewed by the movements of the 1960s. The 1970s saw the growth
in the United States of the resource mobilization approachand in Western
Europe of the study of "new movements." Although political factors were
presentin both approaches,the connections between politics and movements
remainedobscure in each. Research in the 1980s has restoredpolitics to its
central role in the origins, the dynamics, and the outcomes of social movements. Three importantpolitical concepts and the problems they raise for
research on movements are explored in this review: the social movements
sector, the political opportunitystructure,and cycles of protest.

INTRODUCTION
More thanmost areasof sociology, the studyof collective behaviorand social
movements is influenced by the ebb and flow of political events. The contentious politics of the late 1960s and early 1970s broughtnew energy to a
subjectthat, for too long, had hovered on the edge of scholarly and political
legitimacy. Shocked from the calm assurance that ideology and militance
were dead, some now concluded that mass politics had run amuck and that
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democratic institutions were threatened(Crozier et al 1975). Others, less
moved by fear than by hope, inferred that the revolutionarypast had been
reborn.
Studentsof collective action and social movementswere more circumspect,
but on both sides of the Atlantic, the period brought inheritedmodels into
question. In Western Europe, while some students focussed on the cultural
significance of the new movements, others were more impressed with their
macrostructuralsocial origins. In the United States, some focussed on the
motivation and attitudes of individual activists, while others looked more
carefully at leadershipstrategyand organization(see the review in Klandermans & Tarrow 1988).
On both sides of the Atlantic, the period challenged the inheritednotion
that movements attractedonly the alienated and oppressed and that a hardand-fast line could be drawn between social movements and institutional
politics. But between the macrosocial and culturalparadigmsdeveloped by
the Europeansand the attitudinaland organizationalstudiesof Americans, the
statusof the political process remainedunclear. Politics hovered as a looming
omnipresence in the backgroundof some social movement studies and was
completely absent from others.
In the last decade, just as there has been a returnof interest in the state
(Tilly et al 1975, Evans et al 1985), interesthas refocussedon the politics of
collective action: its relation to the state, to conventional forms of political
exchange and to political and policy change. This review surveys those
developments, drawing upon recent literaturein both sociology and political
science from Western Europe and the United States. I argue that although
there is continuing reason to distinguish between the internallogic of social
movements and that of conventional political groups, the dynamics of collective action-even in its most "expressive"and anti-political forms-are
best understoodin relation to the political process.'
For reasons of space, this paper cannot discuss perspectives other than
those found in the social movementliterature.However, growing evidence of
a continuity between institutional and noninstitutionalpolitics can also be
seen in studies of collective action involving interestgroups, political parties,
and other collectivities.
'A numberof works are ignoredor dealt with only briefly, not because they areunimportantor
uninteresting but because they do not lend themselves readily to discussion of the political
process. In particular,theoreticalwork in the rationalchoice traditionis given shortshrift in this
article but should not be ignored by those interestedin collective action and social movements.
See, in particular:AlbertHirschman'sShiftingInvolvements(1982), which providesa stimulating
alternativeto conventionalrationalchoice theory;James DeNardo's Power in Numbers (1985);
Muller & Opp (1986); and Oliver et al (1985).
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THE 1970s: MOVEMENTS, THEORIES, AND CASE
STUDIES
During the 1970s, two major new paradigms emerged from the welter of
studies generated by the disorderly politics of the 1960s: the resource
mobilization (RM) approachto social movement organizationsin the United
States, and the new social movement(NSM) approachin Western Europe.
(For a detailed discussion of each, see the Introductionto Klandermanset al
1988.)
Reflecting the impact of a common surge of mobilization, the two
approaches nevertheless had key differences. While in Europe, scholars
focussed on the structuralcauses of social movements, on the collective
identities they expressed, and on their relation to advanced capitalism, in
America scholars looked more systematically at individual attitudes, at the
groups that organized mass protest, and at the forms of action they
employed.2 By no means all the Europeans were advocates of the NSM
approach, nor were all the Americans adherentsof RM. But whatever their
theoreticalorientation, most of the former looked to larger structuraland/or
culturalissues, while the latterdeveloped their researchat the organizational,
group and individual levels.

WesternEuropean Research
One of the consequences of this bifurcationof interest was that the political
process fell between two stools. For what NSM studentsusually meantby the
"structural"origins of social movements was the economic and social macrostructure,with politics often reducedto a residualcategory or a transmission
belt. At most, the state entered the picture by creating a welfare apparatus
which only imperfectly satisfied the "life-space" demands of the citizens
(Habermas 1973); at worst, it was responsible for repression. As for the
adherentsof the new social movements themselves, they rejected traditional
political ideologies, eschewed political organization, and engaged in "antipolitics" (Berger 1979).
2The literature on both RM and NSMs is far too large to summarize here. For critical
introductionsand reviews of both schools, see Cohen (1985), Kitschelt (1985), Klandermans&
Tarrow(1988). RM is most centrally representedby the work of Oberschall(1973, 1978) and
McCarthy& Zald (1973, 1977, 1979; Zald & McCarthy1987). Useful criticisms are found in
Jenkins(1983) and McAdam (1982). The new social movement school is actuallytoo various to
be representedby a single tendency, but a coherent, succinct and empirically groundedversion
will be found in Kriesi (1988a). For a version favoredby manyGermanscholars, see Offe (1985);
for the Frenchvariant, see Touraine(1971, 1981, 1985); the Italianvariantis best representedby
Melucci (1980, 1985, 1988).
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Other advocates of NSM theory were more struckby the formationof new
collective identities aroundthe contradictionsof advancedcapitalism(Melucci 1980, 1985; Touraine 1981, 1985). Some took a "constructivist"approach
to social movements, in which neither individual motivations nor organizational strategieswere empiricallyas importantas the constructionor "negotiation" of new collective identities (Melucci 1988). In various forms, the
metaphorof "birth"appears in these writings, in remarkableparallel to the
earlier American emphasis on emergent norms.
The most ambitious scheme for relating social movements to politics was
that of Offe; he derived a new political paradigm from the changes in
advancedcapitalism, which he saw displacingthe postwarpolitical settlement
(1985). Offe's model contained both culturaland structuralelements, and in
his empiricalwork (1981), he came closest of all the NSM theoriststo linking
the new movements to politics.
In none of these versions of NSM theory was much attentiongiven to the
forms of collective action used by the new movements, apart from the
common assumptionthat these were "radical."Attentionto collective action
forms in Europe came mainly from historically oriented sociologists like
CharlesTilly and his associates (Snyder & Tilly 1972; Tilly et al 1975; Tilly
1978, 1979) who used quantitativemethods of time-series data analysis.
Tilly and his associates found thatlocal, regional, and nationalstrugglesfor
power-rather than personal or group deprivation-accounted for a high
proportion of collective action in Europe. They observed a co-occurrence
between social movement activity and increases in conventional political
participationthat should have warnedstudentsof NSMs thatthe starkdivision
often drawnbetween new and old might be overdrawn(Snyder& Tilly 1972).
They also found a strong connection between war, statemaking, and collective action (Tilly 1984, 1986). Although the Tillys' approachinfluenced
American researchers working on the United States (Olzak 1987a, b), on
Western Europe (Tarrow 1983, 1988a), and on Asia (Perry 1980, Sugimoto
1981, White 1987), it has so far had little effect on the new social movement
school.
There were many exceptions to the neglect of politics among students of
European social movements. In a sweeping survey of European developments, political scientist Suzanne Berger saw new social movements
puttingforwardanti political forms of action directedas much againstexisting
parties and interest groups as against capitalist society (1979). A group of
French marxists stressed the importance of "collective consumption" in
structuringa new wave of urban movements (Castells 1983, Cherki et al
1978). Alessandro Pizzorno (1978) and his associates (Regalia et al 1978)
used a bold model of political exchange to interpretthe cycle of industrial
conflict in Italy. Pizzorno's work was a spurto comparativeresearchon labor
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insurgency (Crouch & Pizzorno 1978, Lange et al 1983). However, its
influence did not go beyond the labor movement, which most NSM scholars
dismissed as "old." With the decline of many of the more radicalmovements
of the 1970s and the shift of some, like the Greens, into institutionalpolitics,
new social movement theoristshave begun to pay more attentionto the links
between these organizationsand politics.

The United States
In the United States, both political scientists and sociologists were also
stimulated by the disorders of the 1960s to develop a new generation of
studies of social protest. Researchtook mainly two forms:organizationalcase
studies and survey research-the former more favored in sociology and the
latter in political science.
Political scientists were the first to respondto the disordersof the 1960s.
With the exception of a few, like Lowi (1971), Eisinger (1973), and Lipsky
(1968), most writers regarded collective action as anomic, alienated and
outside the polity. It was in political science that the most enthusiastic
proponents were found of "relative deprivation," a model whose central
arguments concerned a psychological-and not a political-process (Gurr
1968). Later formulationscontained less psychology (Gurr& Duval 1973),
and in fact explained variance in collective action largely by political variables (Tilly 1978: 23). In his most recent work, however, Gurr has almost
completely abandonedpsychological variables(Am.Behav. Sci. 1983: 1-15).
Despite their interest in policy, political scientists largely failed "to adequately explain or take account of the impact of social movements on the
institutionalizedpolitical establishment"(McAdam 1982: 2). With exceptions
to be noted below, their interestin collective action was spurredby "theriots"
and boundedby the massive researchfundingthat followed them. In particular, they failed to deal seriously with the outcomes of social movements-a
lacuna that some have tried to fill in the 1980s (Gurr 1980, Tarrow 1983).
Why was this? One reason was that the major new tool used by political
scientists to meet the onrush of mobilization of the 1960s was the survey
instrument,which was used to analyze protestors'and even the mass public's
socialization, attitudes, level of activism, and orientationsto collective action. But even fine surveyresearchcould at best captureonly still photographs
of the attitudesof cross-sections of individualactors. It left unmeasuredtheir
actualbehavioras well as the interactionsamong protestors,opponents, third
parties, and the state-in other words, the political process of collective
action. Survey research hinted at strong connections between institutional
politics and collective action but could seldom demonstratethese in action.
Importantwork came out of the survey approach.In their book Political
Action (1979), Barnes, Kaase, and their collaboratorsuncovereda consistent
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affiliation between protest potential and the propensityto participatein conventional politics, an analogue at the individual level to Snyder & Tilly's
(1972) aggregatefindings about the clusteringof collective action and political conflict. Sniderman's work connected the motivation to participateto
issues of political legitimacy and loyalty (1981). Inglehart'sinfluentialwork
related generational changes to increased propensities to engage in unconventional political action (1971, 1977). Fendrich (1977), Fendrich &
Kraus (1978), and Jennings (1987) showed how participationin the movements of the 1960s had produced enduringpolitical involvements.
In sociology, the new resource mobilization paradigm was far more
oriented to organizationsthan to individualsand thereforehad greaterpotential for linking collective action to politics. But this link was slow in coming,
in partbecause RM writersaddressedthemselves mainly to the internallives
of social movement organizations (SMOs) and in part because of the RM
paradigm's theoretical debt to a version of rationalchoice theory-Olson's
The Logic of Collective Action (1968)-that was particularlyinsensitive to
politics.
The early reception of RM by sociologists stressed its least political and
of leaders, the growth of
most problematicelements: the "entrepreneurship"
professionalSMOs, and their financingby externalsponsors(McAdam 1982,
Jenkins, 1983). The strong political implications of a theory that regarded
SMO leaders as strategists, and not as fanatics or psychopaths, were left
underexploreduntil the 1980s, both by the critics and by the originatorsof the
theory.

Case Study Research and the Political Process
Nevertheless, in the course of the 1970s, a number of organizationalcase
studies in both political science and sociology provided thin but durable
threadsbetween collective action and politics. From Lipsky's studies of rent
strikes (1970) to Lowi's (1971) more political restatementof the thesis of
institutionalization,to Eisinger's innovativework on urbanprotest(1973), to
Freeman's work on the origins of the "new" women's movement-in all of
these political scientists used the case study method to investigate the connections between social movements and national politics.
In sociology also, the connections between politics and collective action
were investigated. Jenkins & Perrowemphasizedthe political climate of the
1960s in producingthe success of the United FarmWorkers(1977). Mitchell,
in an importantcritique of Olson, stressed the importanceof ideology in
people's affiliations with environmentalgroups (1979). Oberschall (1978)
and Perrow (1979), reflecting on the decline of the 1960s movements,
broughtpolitical variables into play.
By going beyond the confines of the single case study mode, Oberschall
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and Perrowcould connect movementsto politics. This was even more true of
the two most importantbooks of the 1970s: Piven & Cloward'sPoor People's
Movements (1977) and William Gamson's The Strategy of Protest (1975).
With an original amalgam of case study and aggregate time-series analysis,
Gamson revealed the importanceof political alliances and state action in the
success or failure of challenging groups. Although he was criticized for
failing to connect his findings to historicalcrisis periods(Goldstone 1979) and
though he used an awkwardbivariatemode of analysis, Gamson showed that
the richness of the case study could be combinedwith quantitativemethodsto
analyze the political successes and failures of challenging groups.
But Gamson's concept of "challenginggroups"left ambiguous the tactics
connected with success. This was a lacuna that Piven & Cloward's Poor
People's Movements tried to fill. They too used the case study method, but
instead of the quantitativecomparisons favored by Gamson, they analyzed
four differentcases of social protest-in an implicitly comparativemode. Their
book connected a structuraltheory of-causationto the forms and outcomes of
collective action through the mediation of the political process. Piven &
Cloward saw insurgents as political actors mobilizing resources in institutional contexts against opponents and sometimes even winning. When
they ultimately lost, it was because their leaders institutionalizeddisruption
and elites succeeded in "processing"it (Lipsky & Olson 1975).
Piven & Cloward's critics focussed on their conclusion that nothing succeeds like disruptionand on their skepticalview of organization(Hobsbawm
1978, Jenkins 1979). Others tested whetherdisruptionwas in fact correlated
with success and came up with mixed results (Albritton 1979, Colby 1982,
Swank & Hicks 1983). Fewer noticed the crucial role of politics in Piven &
Cloward's model in mediatingbetween the potentialfor collective action and
its outcomes. For Piven & Clowardit was institutionaland political resources
that transformeddisruption into success (1977: ch. 1). Like the resource
mobilization theorists, Piven & Cloward regarded movements as likely to
emerge when resourcesoutweighed constraints;resourceswere mainly political and institutionalratherthan organizationaland entrepreneurial.
In both political science and sociology, recognitiongrew that conventional
politics might provide the opportunitystructurefor collective actors-even
for those who apparentlyrejectedpolitics. Thoughpolitical scientists stressed
electoral constraintsand opportunities,and sociologists were more sensitive
to groups' internalresources, both implicitly saw movements as strategizing
actors, in contrastto the old "heartsand minds"approachin the United States
and the macrostructuralprocesses of the NSM theorists. And increasingly
they looked at the micromobilizationalcontexts (McAdam 1988) in which
consensus is mobilized (Klandermans 1988) and ideological frames are
shaped (Snow & Benford 1988). The political process has become a key
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conduit for the transformationof structureinto action (Klandermanset al
1988).

The 1980s: The Political Process and the State
These threadscame together in an emerging "politicalprocess model" of the
origins, phenomenology, and dynamics of collective action. In the United
States, some importantmilestones were: McAdam's book on the Civil Rights
Movement (1982), Browning, Marshal, and Tabb's work on minority urban
politics (1984), Jenkins' research on the farm workers (1985), Burstein's
book on equal employment opportunity (1985), and a series of articles,
papers, and books by Charles Tilly (1979, 1984, 1986).
In Western Europeas well, attentionshifted from the heavily macrostructural explanations of the 1970s to more differentiated analyses of social
movement motivation(Klandermans1984), and mobilizationpatterns(Kriesi
1985), of movement organizations'policy impacts (Kitschelt 1986, Tarrow
1983) and their influence on the political system (Offe 1985). While most
Europeanstudentswould still not agree with Gamson's dictumthat "rebellion
. . . is simply politics by other means" (1975: 3), European and American

perspectives increasingly meet around a set of concepts, problems, and
variables connecting collective action to politics.3
The most importantof those convergences are: first, the idea of "political
opportunitystructure"and the conditioning of movement emergence, strategy, and dynamicsby traditionsof nationalpolitics; second, the concept of an
internallycompetitive "social movement sector" and its implications for the
relations between collective action and politics; third, the overall notion of
"cycles of protest"and the relationswithin them between protestand reform.
Other politically salient dimensions include the forms and "repertoiresof
contention"developed by Tilly (1978, 1979, 1986), the theme of consensus
mobilization developed by Klandermans(1988), and the related concepts of
cognitive liberation (McAdam 1982), collective identity (Melucci 1985,
1988), interpretiveframes (Snow et al 1986, Snow & Benford 1988) and
ideological packages (Gamson 1988).
3Threeconferences held in recent years testify to this growing transatlanticdialogue and to its
impact on the field: the CES workshop on women's movements in Western Europe and the
United States, held at Cornell University in 1983, whose results have been edited by Katzenstein
& Mueller(1987); the internationalconferenceon the transformationof structureinto action, held
in Amsterdamin May, 1986, whose results have been edited by Klandermanset al (1988); and
the joint seminar on new social movements organized by Willy Buerklin and Russell Dalton at
FloridaState University, April 2-4, 1987, whose results will be publishedby Dalton & Kuechler
(in preparation).
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OpportunityStructure:The Political Conditioningof
Collective Action
If collective action is a form of politics, then as in conventionalpolitics, there
must be a set of constraintsand opportunitiesthat encourageor discourageit
and lead it towards certain forms ratherthan others. The study of the constraints on collective action of the poor-disorganization, repression, the
"common sense" of capitalist society-has been well developed. But why
does collective action occur at all? Much less well developed is a theoryof the
political situations in which states become vulnerable to collective action,
when ordinarypeople amass the resourcesto overcome their disorganization
and gain the knowledge of where and how to use their resources. We also
have little concept of how political resources evolve over time and of why
successful challenges so often turn into failure. In other words, we have no
real theory of the structureof the political opportunitiesof participantsin
collective action.
The idea of "political opportunitystructure,"implicitly developed by Lipsky (1968), was made more explicit in the 1970s: first by Eisinger (1973),
who operationalizedit cross-sectionallyusing local political institutions;then
by Piven & Cloward, who regardedelectoralinstabilityas the majorsource of
political opportunity(1977). Jenkins& Perrowpaid particularattentionto the
external resources of farm worker movements (1977). The concept was then
developed more formally by Tilly (1978), McAdam (1982), Tarrow(1983),
and Kitschelt (1986).
Though versions differ, the main variablesin most models of the structures
of political opportunityare: the degree of openness or of closure of the polity
(Eisinger 1973); the stability or instability of political alignments (Piven &
Cloward 1977); the presence or absence of allies and supportgroups(Gamson
1975, Jenkins & Perrow 1977); divisions within the elite or its tolerance for
protest (Jenkins & Perrow 1977); and the policy-making capacity of the
government (Kitschelt 1986).
Political opportunitytheory shares with RM theory an attentionto groups'
strategyin the mobilizationof availableresources, saving it from the abstractness and determinism that weigh down other structuralistmodels. Thus,
collective actors' political opportunitiesvary between actors and change over
time-and not only in response to factors external to them. For once insurgency has been generated, movements can affect their own opportunity
structures(McAdam 1982: 146) and those of others who appearon the scene
(Tarrow 1983: 47).
Opportunitystructuretheory has been used to study women's movements
.(Katzenstein& Mueller 1987), environmentalmovements (Kitschelt 1986),
the Civil Rights movement (McAdam 1982), the Dutch peace movement
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(Schennink 1988), and leftwing Italian terroristorganizations (della Porta
1988). It has been used as the majorconceptualdevice in Tarrow's research
on religious insurgency(1988b) and in his study of the cycle of protestin Italy
between 1965 and 1975 (1988a).
Political opportunity structurecan help to understandvariations in the
strategies, structures,and outcomes of similar movementsthat arise in different places. Thus Browning, Marshall, and Tabb found that differences in
the political composition of governing coalitions explained a good deal of
the variance in minorityrecruitmentto municipalappointments(1984). Kitschelt found that the environmentalmovement-though seeking similar ends
-took different forms and had different measures of success in different
opportunity structures (1986). Similarly, the women's movement meshed
with different political cultures and configurations of political parties to
produce different types of movements in different countries (Katzenstein
1987).
The major problems with the concept of political opportunitystructure
are three. Political opportunitymay be discerned along so many directions
and in so many ways that it is less a variable than a cluster of variablessome more readily observable than others. For example, leaving aside the
problem of studying opportunity structure in authoritariansystems, even
an apparently straightforwardcondition like electoral instability may take
different forms and have to be measured differently in different electoral
systems.
A second problem is that scholars have not been clear on whether they
regardpolitical opportunitiesas objective or subjectivefactors:The use of the
term "structure"usually refers to forces that operateindependentlyof actors'
consciousness. But if collective action is strategic,doesn't a political opportunity have to be perceived in order to affect an actor's behavior?If political
opportunitieshave an objective existence, then research can proceed at the
level of aggregate correlations between opportunities and actions. But if
opportunitiesmust be perceived to be believed, then scholarswill have to pay
more attention to the perceptions of participantsand to decision-making
within movements.
Third, regardingcollective actors as respondingto the structureof political
opportunitiesmay obscure whateverthere is that is in social movements. It is
a healthy sign for the field that movements are no longer regardedas arcane,
exotic, irrationalcollective actors who are detachedfrom normalinstitutional
channels (White 1987). But as Melucci warns (1988), if we are not careful,
we may obscure importantdifferences between movements, interest groups,
and other collective actors. This takes us to the concept of the social movement sector.
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The Social Movement Sector: The External Field of SMOs
The concept of a social movement sector (SMS) was first developed within
the RM perspectiveby McCarthy& Zald (1977), restatedby Zald (1980), and
extended by Garner& Zald in a more explicitly political formulation(1985).
RM writers have also investigated the related problems of movementcountermovementinteraction (Zald & Useem 1987, McCarthy 1987), and
"loosely-structured"collective action (Oberschall 1980).
In Europe, the concept has been taken up by Rucht (1984), who writes that
"as a rule, social movements do not act as isolated units but exist within the
context of other overlapping, complementaryor oppositional movements.
Kriesi (1988b) uses the relatedconcept of the movement "subculture,"within
which particular movement organizations find their themes and recruit
supporters.Melucci (1985) goes furthestin this direction:dissatisfiedwith the
concept of movement, he proposes "to speak of movement networks or
movementareas as the networkof groupsand individualssharinga conflictual
culture and a collective identity."
Intuitively, the need for a concept like thatof the SMS is obvious: how can
we understandthe sixties, for example, without studying the cumulative
impact of the SMOs during that period and their interactions with one
another?The problemsarise in defining the criteriafor inclusion in the SMS
and the boundariesbetween it and institutionalizedpolitics.
McCarthy& Zald defined the SMS compositionally, to include all social
movement organizations. But what kinds of activities are included within
it-does it include ordinarylobbying and interestgrouppolitics, for example,
or only disruptive SM activities? And what of the masses of people who
participatein the latter without ever joining an SMO? Are they part of the
SMS or outside of it? If we focus only on organizations,we are in dangerof
unwittingly "conventionalizing"the very aspect of collective action that
attractspeople and challenges elites, and makes social movements important
for political and social change.
In their 1985 reformulation, Garner & Zald try to limit the substantive
range of the SMS by excluding movements that aim only at changing individuals and those that "arenot articulatedwith pressureson formal authorities" (1985: 120). Their new definition adds an action-orienteddimension
("social movement activity largely orientedtowardchange that is achieved in
the differentiatedpolitical arena")to the original compositionalcriterion(the
SMS is "the configurationof social movements, the structureof antagonistic,
competing and/or cooperatingmovements")(Garner& Zald 1985, p. 120).
The new concept, while it relates SMOs more clearly to politics, also adds
an element of ambiguity. Its political relevance is that it links social movements to "a larger structureof action . . . that may include parties, state
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bureaucracies,the media, pressure groups, churches, and a variety of other
organizationalactors in a society" (Garner& Zald 1985, p. 120). Its ambiguity relates to the meaning of the word "links." Are SMOs part of the larger
structureof political action and thus not very differentfrom ordinaryinterest
groups?Do they put pressureon the polity from the outside? If so we need to
ask whether the links are conflictual or cooperative? Or do they bridge
conventionaland unconventionalpolitics by imposing a more or less accepted
repertoireof contentionon what would otherwisebe anarchicand ineffective
forms of collective action (Tilly 1978)?
Tarrow(1988a: ch. 1) has developed a version of the SMS concept that is
explicitly action-oriented:the configurationof individualsand groups willing
to engage in disruptivedirect action againstothersto achieve collective goals
(emphasis added). This includes formal SMOs, but it also extends to those
who participateonly sporadicallyin their activities, but who participatein a
movement subcultureand act as an informal support structure.It can also
include ordinary interest groups when these adopt the tactics of disruptive
direct action, or cooperate with those who do (Costain & Costain 1987). In
this view, people and groups can move in and out of the SMS, and even
organizationsfounded for nonmovementactivity may cooperatein it for brief
periods, like the NAACP in the civil rights movementor the SierraClub with
the environmentalists.The size, the shape, and the composition of the social
movement sector change over time, as groups mobilize and demobilize,
issues move on and off the political agenda, and elites respondwith different
combinations of facilitation, repression, indifference, and reform.
The social movement sector is thus not wholly composed of formal SMOs,
nor is it entirely autonomous from institutionalgroups and processes. For
example, labor unions (Klandermans1987, Regalia 1986), religious groups
(Tarrow 1988b), and peace lobbies (Kriesi & van Praag 1986) can move in
and out of it, although their major functions may remain institutional. Institutionalgroups and partiesmay be the sources of the militants, the themes,
and the resources of movement organizers (della Porta 1988). These may
eventually be used in insurgencies mounted against them (Zald & Berger
1978). Those who are first mobilized into politics within SMOs may later
gravitiateinto institutionalpolitics, either individually(Jennings 1987) or as
organizations-for example, the German Greens (Rochon 1988).
The SMS is a more bounded concept than Barnes and Kaase's "protest
potential"but is more inclusive than conventionalmembershipin SMOs. It is
a communicationsnetwork that facilitates the diffusion and testing of new
action forms, organizational styles, and particularly ideological themes.
Within it, thereare often one or two movementsthat color the preoccupations
and methods used by other movements during the era (Snow et al 1986).
Within the SMS, forms of collective action and interpretivethemes spread
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from one movement organizationto another, often across broad ideological
divides (Sprinzak, n.d.) and sometimes competitively, as in the left and
rightwingviolence that markedthe ItalianSMS in the early 1970s (della Porta
& Tarrow 1986).
These are essentially political relationships,even in the case of groups that
foreswear conventional politics. They underscorethe fact that social movements' "careers"cannot be understoodsolely through analysis of organizational factors but must also take account of strategicfactors and interactions
with other groups (Jenkins & Eckert (1986). For Since SMOs compete and
cooperate with others in a partiallycommon political opportunitystructure,
their careers-like their successes and failures-can only be understoodin
relation to the rest of the social movement sector. This is particularlytrue
when we turn to the problem of "cycles" of collective action.

CYCLES OF PROTEST AND REFORM
The concept of the "cycle of protest"first emerged from the Tilly's work on
nineteenthcenturymovements (1975) and from Pizzorno's work on industrial
conflict (1978), when he observedthat, if we fail to pay attentionto cyclicity,
then "at every upstartof a wave of conflict we shall be induced to think that
we are at the verge of a revolution; and when the downswing appears, we
shall predictthe end of class conflict" (291). Building on Pizzorno's observation, Tarrow (1983:35-42) argued that the magnitudeof conflict, its social
and geographical diffusion, the forms of action employed, and the number
and types of SMOs involved vary in concert over time. When these increase
above the mean for the precedingperiod, we are in the presence of a cycle of
protest (pp. 38-39). Extending Tarrow's work, Snow and Benford urge
attention as well to the generation and spread of interpretiveframes within
cycles (1988).
Until recently, research on protest cycles has been sporadic and unsatisfactory,perhapsbecause of the dominancein social science of evolutionary and equilibrium models that start from assumptions that make cycles
difficult to conceive or observe (Buerklin 1987:1-2). Buerklin argues that if
we are to take cycles seriously, we must "abandonthe idea of structural
stability, but assume at best that of dynamicstability" (p. 3). For studentsof
collective action, this implies-not the study of the identicalrepetitionof the
same processes in the same form in different epochs-but the study of
"successive realizations(in differentform) of an identicalprinciple"(Buerklin
1985:1).
We can immediately see why systematic comparativework on cycles in
differenttimes and places has proven difficult. The forms of collective action
evolve over time; clusters of conflict are sometimes transformedinto revolu-
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tion, sometimes not; measures of some kinds of collective action-for example, violence-are more often recorded than others-for example, civil
demonstrationsor "everyday forms" of peasant resistance (Scott 1985).
The comparison of different cycles has thus usually taken more limited
form: studies of the "careers"of similar movements in differenttime periods
(Mushaben 1983); analyzing the historical antecedents of movements in
particularcycles (Brand 1987); comparingthe incidence of collective action
of a certain type in different periods (Olzak 1987a); or observing how the
formationof social movementsclusters in periods of crisis (Goldstone 1979).
Few have dared to model "long waves" of collective action as political
economists have done for economic cycles.
Research has more often focussed on the origins, the dynamics, and the
outcomes of particular cycles of protest. Students of the American sixties

have led the way (Jenkins 1985, Oberschall1978, Perrow 1979), but work on
earlier periods of American history has not been lacking (Olzak 1978a, b).
Research on strike waves has been the most rigorous but has seldom gone
beyond the study of the incidence of conflict to analyze the evolution of its
forms and outcomes.
Attention to entire periods of insurgencyand their outcomes has a number
of advantages. First, it can point up differentphases of consensus and action
mobilization (Klandermans 1988), ideological change (Gamson 1988), or
policy development(Burstein1985) thatprecedethe emergenceof an issue on
the political agenda. Though not adopting an explicitly cyclical perspective,
Burstein (1985), Klein (1986) and McAdam (1982) looked well into the past
to explain the origins, and shape and composition, of equal employment
opportunitylegislation, and the women's movement and civil rights movement.
Second, attentionto the dynamic of an entire cycle may help us to expand
beyond organizationalcase 'studiesand escape the narrow"career"model of
movement evolution, which sees them progressing from insurgency to incorporationas the result of a logic of internaldevelopment. If movements
arise in great numbersduring cycles of protest or in periods of crisis or war
and die out or become senescent in other periods, this argues that it may be
primarily environmentalconditions and not internal factors that determine
their "careers"(Jenkins & Eckert 1986).
Third, attentionto entire cycles may help to explain the indeterminacyin
the objects of reform (Tarrow 1983). We know that cycles of protest are
frequentlyaccompaniedby cycles of reform, but often movementswith weak
membershipor poor organizationare "rewarded"with policy success while
strongerones fail. Part of the reason is no doubt their aims: movements that
posit limited goals are by definition more likely to succeed than those that
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seek the overthrow of elites (Gamson 1975). But anotherpart may be explained by the externalitiesin protestcycles, in which groups that emerge on
the crest of a wave of protest may profit from the general atmosphereof
discontentcreatedby the efforts of others duringearlierphases of the cycle.
An interesting puzzle emerges by confronting a "pure" cyclical model
("nothing ever changes in the long run") with evolutionary models that
suppose a steady expansion of participationand citizenship rights. We know
from macrohistoricalresearch that new forms of contention are but rarely
institutionalizedin modem societies (Tilly 1978). But we know from microhistorical research that within cycles of protest, there is an explosion of
"moments of madness" that transcendconventional limits (Zolberg 1972).
How can we reconcile the two?
The solution to the puzzle emerges in confrontingthe contrastbetween the
slow macrohistoricalpace of change between cycles and the rapid spreadof
new forms of collective action within them. Cycles of protest may be the
crucibles within which new forms of collective action are sparked,hammered
out, welded together, and eventually hardened. In the process, many are
discarded, as they either fail to capturepeople's imagination,do not impress
antagonists,or succeed in bringingdown repressionon theirinventors'heads.
The residue at the end of the cycle is its permanent contribution to the
repertoireof contention (Tarrow 1987).
These brief observationssuggest thatcycles of protestshouldbe seen not as
the mood or mentality of an entire epoch but as aggregatesof partly autonomous and partly interdependentepisodes of collective action. In these, new
forms of action emerge and evolve, the social movement sector grows and
changes in its composition, and new political opportunitiesdevelop, in partas
the result of the actions, themes, and outcomes of the early movements in the
cycle.
What "drives"a cycle to develop and decline? Here is the largest current
problem in collective action research. For if we know much about why
individualschoose to participatein existing movements, we know less about
the conditions in which movements shape their choices and even less about
why they decline when they do. Models of rational choice and strategic
interactioncan help (Muller& Opp 1986, DeNardo 1986). But what has been
learnedabout the importanceof political opportunitiesand the links between
the social movement sector and politics suggests that both individuals and
organizationalchoices are conditionedby the political process. Mobilization
and demobilizationare fundamentallysocial choices, boundedby the size and
composition of the social movement sector, the political opportunitiesavailable, and the rangeof collective actionsthey put forward.A cycle of protestis
a fundamentallypolitical process.
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THEORIESOF THE STATE
One promising area of research is that of states and social movements.
Revived by BarringtonMoore (1966), and both sharpenedand extended by
Scokpol (1979) and her collaborators(Evans et al 1985), state theory challenges sociologists to move beyond individualsand groups to the question of
how different types of states either constrain or facilitate movements. A
promising avenue of researchis the intersectionbetween similar movements
and their political opportunitystructuresin different types of state.
Theories of the state carry the risk of surveying the terrainof collective
action from so high an altitudethat crucial processes and internalvariations
cannot be seen. For example, the simple dichotomy between "strong"and
"weak"states may disguise areasof weakness within strengththat movement
organizers may be able to exploit. Moreover, only when research is truly
comparativecan state structurebe effectively used to predict differences in
movement outcomes; but few sociologists or political scientists possess sufficient knowledge of more than one country to do this effectively.
Thus far, the advocates of state theory have been attracted mainly to
macrostructuralprocesses and to cataclysmic events like revolutions. Except
for Tilly (1986) and those influenced by his work, they have not engaged in
microscopicempiricalanalysis of the social movements. This has led to some
obvious dangers respecting the role of social movements. For example,
Skocpol explains the passage of the NLRA without reference to the movements of the unemployed, the blacks, and the unorganizedworkers in the
early 1930s (Goldfield 1987, Skocpol 1980). State theorywill only come into
its own when it transcendsthe dichotomy "state-society"and looks at interactions at the intermediatelevel of political processes, movement-party
interactions and alliances between members and challengers to the polity
(Tilly 1978).
Between the "big" processes of the state theorists and the microprocesses
and individual and group variables of the collective behavior tradition, the
political process may hold the greatest promise for synthesis.
In the 1970s, social movement theory transcendedits position as a backwater of sociological research, by condemning the notion of movement
participationas alienatedand fanatical. It examined organizationalvariables
through the resource mobilization approach, and connected movements to
broad structuraltrends through writings on new social movements. In the
1980s, as the simplerforms of RM and NSM theoryprovedwanting, theorists
turnedto the political process to help them to explain the rise, the dynamics,
and the outcomes of social movements. In the interactionbetween politics and
mass mobilization lies the greatest potential for research on social movements.
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